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RE: Application for exemption from certain requirements of the Technical Rules 

 

A member of the BHP Billiton group, Nickel West is a fully integrated nickel business comprising mines, 
concentrators, a smelter and a refinery all located in Western Australia. 

Nickel West has the capacity to produce around 100,000 tonnes of nickel each year, employs more than 
2,000 employees and operational contractors, and provides significant benefits to the Western 
Australian economy and to the communities in which it operates. 

The Eastern Goldfields region of Western Australia can currently be characterised as having: 

 important industrial users that wish to draw significant quantities of electricity from Western 

Power’s network; and 

 insufficient overall network capacity to meet these requirements. 

BHP Billiton understands that Western Power is investigating opportunities to expand the Eastern 

Goldfields electricity network on a permanent basis that complies with all of the Technical Rules 

associated with the Electricity Networks Access Code 2004.  It appears that this expansion will not be 

completed until 2018 at the earliest. 

 

To overcome network constraints, Western Power has proposed an exemption to the Technical Rules 

that will allow it to supply Newmont Mining Services Pty Ltd with additional power.  In its submission, 

Western Power states that it “considers that granting the exemption … will increase the utilisation of 

existing transmission assets until an economically feasible permanent technical solution can be 

implemented.”1  The initiative shown by Western Power to consider efficient, non-rules-based solutions 

is to be commended, and generally supported, provided existing major network users are not 

prejudiced. 

 

BHP Billiton’s interest in this matter arises from its Nickel West operations in the Goldfields of Western 

Australia, which produce and consume significant amounts of electrical power.  In evaluating the 

                                                   
1
 Western Power Submission dated 03 July 2015, p. 4. 

 

11 August 2015 

The Chairman 

Economic Regulatory Authority 

Level 4, Albert Facey House 

469 Wellington Street 

Perth WA 6000 

 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

 






